





Characters                                          Played by

SM:      Bafii			          Brain Fredrickson
CO:      Captain Mathew Loran            Paul
XO:      Cmdr. James McDuggle          Rich
CSO:    Lt. Cmdr. Taliza Cal                Eric
CTO:    Lt. Ryan Williams                    Ryan
FCO:    Lt. JG Patton Chottu               Martjin
 CEO:    Lt. JG Keyser Syren	         Noel
 CNS:    Lt. Cmdr. DiDomnia                Erin
 OPS:    Ens. Kmaq                               Karen
                
                     NPC
Winona Imoh                                        Pam



Host Bafii says:
Prologue: The CTO and CNS are still missing and the crew of the Arondight scramble to find out what has happened.
Host Bafii says:
<<<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#CTO:  So am I really hallucinating, or are you not seeing a door in this place either?
Host Bafii says:
# ACTION: The padded room the CNS and CTO are in is silent.  Nothing can be heard above their own breathing.
SO_Barker says:
@::sits in lab 1 and tries to discern the data they have::
XO_McDuggle says:
@OPS: Have you got that Bolian on the horn yet?
CEO_Syren says:
@::searching the transporter log for any sign of a problem:: Self: This shouldn't happen
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::on the bridge at OPS opening a Comm. link:: XO: Almost Sir.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Something I can help you with, Mr. Barker?
CTO_Williams says:
#CNS: Nothing that I see, but that doesn't mean anything.  ::Pulls out his tricorder, and begins scans::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Flips out his phaser in the other hand::
XO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: Cmdr. will you and Lt Chottu go to shuttle bay 1 and get the shuttle ready I will be there shortly.
Host Hosa says:
COM: Arondight: This is Hosa, what can I do for you?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#CTO:  From all the reading I'd done about these places in history texts, I never dreamed I’d be locked in one...

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Yes, sir.  FCO: Chottu, you're with me.
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  No, Sir.  I'm just going over data of why the ship was acting weird while the chief was having his nice, comfy little dinner on the station.
CTO_Williams says:
#::Taps his commbadge:: Arondight: Ryan to the Arondight, Come in.  Can your hear me?
XO_McDuggle says:
@COM: Hosa: We had 2 people beam over to the observatory and want to know if they are there yet?
Host Bafii says:
# ACTION: There is no reaction from the CTO's commbadge
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#CTO:  That thing in particular ::points to the electroshock therapy chair:: is particularly nasty.  They thought at one point that if they put enough electric current through you then you'd cease to be mentally impaired...
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Ah.  Let me know what you find, and I'll forward it to Cmdr. Taliza.
FCO_Chottu says:
@::looks up and has someone take flight then heads towards a TL::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::is a bit slow but manages to get something on the screen::
Host Hosa says:
COM: XO: I've haven't received word of any of your people arriving on the station.  ::his smile actual changes to a look of concern for a moment... just a moment::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Looks at the chair:: CNS: Quaint.  If anyone tries to put us in it.  It'll be my first phaser target
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  Yes, Sir.  It is all kinda weird, with all those graphics and weird "games".
CSO_Taliza says:
@::waits for FCO to enter TL, and after he does...:: Computer: Shuttle bay 1.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Games?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::looks over at the drugs and the crude hypodermic needles - picks one up and shows it to him:: CTO: Imagine getting medication through this.... I've heard they hurt like nothing else.
XO_McDuggle says:
@COM: Hosa: Tell Dr. Imoh that we are on our way over and will see him when we get there.
Host Hosa says:
COM: XO: Yes sir, of course.  ::nods and then the transmission ends::
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  Yes, sir.  It’s hard to explain.  Seems they came from like the 20th century.  We have no more reference to them, as they were purged from the system, so, it is hard to understand them.
XO_McDuggle says:
@*CEO*: Chief, any luck getting our people back yet?
CTO_Williams says:
#CNS: Oh, I've been stabbed by worse.  ::Begins knocking on the walls, looking for a door.  His tricorder is still scanning for one::
CEO_Syren says:
@*XO*: Sir, I've been studying the log and I can't find any problem. I'm gonna try a test transport
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::watches the screen return to the original view::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Ah.  That must sound like that "Windows" operating system that the commander had told me about.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::steps out the shadows, a big smile on her face and a small knife in her hand:: CTO/CNS: Ah, you've finally arrived.
FCO_Chottu says:
@::leans back against the TL wall::
XO_McDuggle says:
@::heads for the TL:: OPS: you have the Bridge.
CSO_Taliza says:
@::TL stops at the shuttle deck, and I exit::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::jaw drops for a second, then rolls her eyes in disgust:: Winona:  Oh dear lord... if you were that hot on getting a piece of our CTO, you could have just asked....
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: Where did you come from??? ::Spins around, phaser in hand::
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  I wouldn't have a clue Sir.  It was before my time.  ::smirks::  It started with these two rectangle shapes hitting some round shaped item back and forth.  Kinda like that sport tennis.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::without anyone's knowledge, pockets a few needles with what she remembers to be a pretty strong tranquilizer.... something called Valium...::
FCO_Chottu says:
@::heads into and prepares a shuttle for flight::
XO_McDuggle says:
@:: enters TL:: TL: Shuttle bay 1.
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::nods to the XO in surprise:: XO: Aye Sir.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: I think the commander called that "Pong."
Winona_Imoh says:
#::places the knife on the tray still smiling:: CNS: Excuse me young lady, but I believe you are the patient here and I can see you need treatment quickly. Please, have a seat. ::motions to a small cot::
CSO_Taliza says:
@::follows FCO into the shuttle::
CEO_Syren says:
@::watches as Macxa places a metal cylinder onto the transporter pad then he initiates transport:: Self: Let's see where you go
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::watches the XO leave::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: The commander is very keen on the 20th century Earth.
Winona_Imoh says:
#CTO: Why I've been here all the time. You didn't see me?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Winona:  I think you're a little confused on your roles here, "young lady"  :a little mocking:  You see, I'm the doctor, and you're out of line.  Mind telling me what's going on here?
CTO_Williams says:
#::Takes a step toward Winona:: Winona: Your not in a position to be making orders.  Now we want some questions.
XO_McDuggle says:
@:: arrives in shuttle bay 1:: FCO: Chottu you ready to go?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::turns to the counselor again:: CNS: By the way my dear, those aren't real drugs. Gotcha!




SO_Barker says:
@::inputs that information into his terminal::  Goode:  Then, it switched to something that I don't know if I can explain correctly.  It has several lines of what looked like bugs that was, oh, I don't know, pooping something out of their bottoms at this lone rectangular shaped thing at the bottom.
CEO_Syren says:
::watches the cylinder disappear then scans for the homing signal....it appears exactly where it should on the outpost:: 
FCO_Chottu says:
@::nods at the XO to confirm the shuttle is ready to take off::
XO_McDuggle says:
@::gets in the shuttle:: FCO: Then lets get to it.
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: That's "Space Invaders."
CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: I'm all ready, sir.
CEO_Syren says:
@Macxa: Ok next idea
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::deadpan look:: Winona: Ha, ha.  Now about why we're here in the first place... don't you have some tennis match to get to?  Or another grand birthday celebration?  This seems like it'd get your hands awfully dirty...
Winona_Imoh says:
#::plays with the CTO's sleeve:: CTO: Go ahead and ask your questions, but I doubt I can help you.
FCO_Chottu says:
@::request clearance and waits for shuttle bay doors to open, then takes the shuttle out::
XO_McDuggle says:
@CSO: Good because I will need your savvy on this one
Winona_Imoh says:
#::leans over and whispers to the CTO::CTO: A bit paranoid isn't she?
CTO_Williams says:
#::Points the phaser at Winona:: Winona: How and why are we here?
CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: You can count on me, sir.
SO_Barker says:
@::inputs that information into his terminal::  Goode:  Then, there was this yellow circle, but, it wasn't always a circle, that was going around eating these circular items, all the while, these other things was chasing him around the screen.
CTO_Williams says:
#::Takes a step back, and takes a more defensive position near the Counselor::
CEO_Syren says:
<Macxa> @CEO: Sir, if they're not in the buffer and they're not on the outpost... 
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::sits back and watches for a moment - Ryan had the weapons so he was more in a position to deal with Winona than she was::
CEO_Syren says:
@::glares at her:: Macxa: They're alive, okay
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: That sounds like the commander's description of, let me see if I get this right, "Puck Man" or "Pac Man"?
CTO_Williams says:
#::Folds and puts his tricorder away, leaving it on scanning mode, recording any information it finds::


Winona_Imoh says:
#CTO: You need treatment don't you? Why else would you be here? ::looks at the phaser:: Oooo what a big gun.
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  Do you know which one, Sir?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Winona: Trust me dear, you're not intelligent enough to give treatment.  Now you can tell us what's really going on, and we'll all be happy campers, ok?
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: I'm not 100% certain.  I think he said it was "Pac Man," but I doubt anyone would call that circle a pack.
FCO_Chottu says:
@::takes the shuttle towards the station::
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: Treatment for what?   ::Ignores the Gun comment::
Winona_Imoh says:
#::moves closer to him:: CTO: Why don't you just shoot her and then all your troubles will disappear.
CEO_Syren says:
@::angry with Macxa for even suggesting that he give up:: Macxa: The signal must have been diverted. It's simple really, how many ways can that be done?
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::Looks at the panel and then tries to establish who is trying to access to transporter::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::to herself:: I'm not the one who goes around kidnapping people for fun.... who really needs treatment again?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::places her hand on the phaser and strokes it gently:: CTO: Go ahead.
XO_McDuggle says:
::sees the shuttle bay on the observatory:: FCO: Take us in.
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: Like I said before, you are not in a position to be making orders of any kind.  What are you talking about?!
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: As long as the computer didn't start doing "Dance Dance Revolution," then we're OK.
CEO_Syren says:
@::searches for previous cases of transporter signal diversion::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@*XO*: It appears that some one is trying to access an offline transporter system.
FCO_Chottu says:
::request landing clearance and takes the shuttle in to drop off the XO and CSO::
XO_McDuggle says:
*OPS*: Try and track it down and let the CEO know.
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: Back off! ::Pushes Winona, and takes several steps back himself:: Winona: Not one more step!
SO_Barker says:
@::jots that down on his terminal::  Goode:  Thank you sir.  The next one had this little wedge shaped thing in the middle of the screen, and all these somewhat circular items moving around the screen, only to be shot at and reduced in size by the wedge thing.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::continues to smile at the counselor:: CNS: You really need to get a grip on things. ::plays with Ryan's sleeve some more::
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  They almost looked like asteroids.

CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: That was "Asteroids."
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Winona:  The girl who sees no problem with shutting an entire observatory down for her birthday, telling me that I don't have a grasp on reality?  Now that's just funny....
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: I said! :: Backs off into another few steps::
XO_McDuggle says:
::waits till the FCO has powered  the shuttle down::
Winona_Imoh says:
#::falls back a bit as she's pushed:: CTO: Now that does it! I've tried to be nice and this is how you treat me? ::walks to the table and picks up the knife again::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@*CEO*: It would appear that someone has been trying to break into an offline transporter system, do you know of anyone who would be using this system?
Host Bafii says:
# ACTION: The CTO has backed himself against the wall.
XO_McDuggle says:
FCO: Be ready to start taking personal off the station on a moments notice.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::inside is starting to feel a bit nervous, but knows better than to let an obviously unstable individual know that they have scared anyone::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
::standing at the edge of the small docking bay::
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: Put the knife down or you get it! ::Holds the phaser up, good and ready::
CEO_Syren says:
@::finds three cases and starts checking the conditions under which they occurred:: Self: Warp field dilation...no - ::pauses:: 
FCO_Chottu says:
::nods, lands the shuttle and waits for the XO and CSO to get off::
Winona_Imoh says:
#:;throws the knife across the room at the counselor, hitting her in the stomach::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::checks for any other unauthorized attempts to access other systems::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Fires a heavy stun blast::
XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Shall we talk to Dr. Imoh.:: Leaves the shuttle::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#ducks and only gets a glancing blow::
CSO_Taliza says:
::gets off the shuttle:: FCO: So, how much for the fare?
CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sure.
CEO_Syren says:
@*OPS*: I'm the only who should be accessing the transporter systems. Can you track down where they are accessing from?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::turns to Ryan:: CTO: Now for you! ::approaches him::
Host Bafii says:
# ACTION: The CTO's phaser makes a squeak rather like a dogs rubber toy.  Other than that, nothing happens.
FCO_Chottu says:
::actually smiles at the joke the CSO made but quickly turns around and prepares the shuttle for launch again::

Host Bafii says:
#ACTION: The knife makes a good gash in the CNS's side.  She is bleeding.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::moves closer:: CTO: Did you think that would hurt me? ::laughs::
XO_McDuggle says:
:: starts looking for Dr. Imoh::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::eyes the tray of medical supplies, thinking she saw instruments for surgery... tries to edge over there while putting pressure on the wound to see if the necessary tools are there to stitch::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::tries to track the origin of the unauthorized access attempt::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Throws the phaser at Winona, then pulls his knife off from his ankle.  It looks rather nasty and sharp.  He makes several swipes in the air, and then holds it low.  He moves towards the Counselor::
SO_Barker says:
@::jots that down also::  Goode:  How cute.  This next one is a little hard to describe.  It had some kind of graphic that was moving in one direction and it would shoot things that came at it.  The bottom of the screen kinda looked like the ground, had hills and such.
XO_McDuggle says:
::sees the Dr. and heads that way::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: "Moon Patrol," I believe.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::laughs loudly:: CTO: Ooooo look at the big man!
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Or it may be "Defender."  Was the thing flying or rolling?
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::appears behind the CNS and take a hold of her arms::  CNS: Now, now.  We can't have you hurting yourself.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::dashes over to where the tray is and pushes it away from the counselor:: CNS: Nice try my dear.
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: Dr. I believe we have a problem.
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::speaks in a surprised tone:: *CEO*: It originated in cargo bay 2. 
CTO_Williams says:
#:: Checks his knife::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
XO: I've heard you are missing 2 crewmembers.  I was quite concerned.
CSO_Taliza says:
::crosses his arms and looks sternly at the doctor::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Hosa:  I'm not the one throwing knives....  ::continuing to put pressure on the gash::  If you don't want a whole lot of trouble with Starfleet you'll let me fix this up.
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: And you don't have any ideal where they might be?
CEO_Syren says:
@::begins to speculate about a possible saboteur...but that shouldn't happen, no outsider had been aboard since they arrived:: *OPS*: Cargo Bay 2? I'm gonna check it out, Meet me there 
SO_Barker says:
@::jots that down on his console, then, erases it::  Goode:  I think it was moving from side to side, mostly left to right on the screen.  The things it was shooting at, came from the right side to the left.

CTO_Williams says:
CNS: Counselor, are you alright?
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::roughly pulls the CNS over to the wall and begins to put her into wall mounted restraints::  CNS: Again with this Starfleet of yours.  Maybe you do need a few more treatments.  ::smiling, but some how it is more sinister::
Winona_Imoh says:
#CTO: Now my dear, perhaps you would like to change that big old frown into a smile?
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::looks at those left on the bridge and gets up heading for the TL::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: That could be any game.
CEO_Syren says:
@::grabs his toolkit and heads out of the transporter room::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
XO: I have had my people check the entire station.  They have found nothing.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::glances down at the blood which is coming out a little more quickly since her arms are restrained:: CTO: Would you call off your girlfriend?  This is really starting to hurt...
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: Then you won't have a problem if I bring a security team over to take a look?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::attempts to twist around to push her side against the wall, in another attempt to keep from losing too much blood::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::finishes stringing the CNS up::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Makes a change of face.:: Winona: I'm sorry, I've been acting irrational... ::Walks towards Winona.  As he gets close, he makes a huge punch at Winona, attempting to knock her out::
CSO_Taliza says:
::whispers:: XO: Sir, you want me to play bad cop?
Host Dr_Imoh says:
XO: Of course not Commander, but surely your sensors would be faster.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Hosa:  What is it that you want, anyways?  If you would try a bit more diplomatic channels, you might have better luck....
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: That may be true but they can be deceived.
Winona_Imoh says:
#:reaches behind her back and pulls something out and then grabs his wrist and he throws a punch and snaps something onto it::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::in the TL on her way to the Cargo bay::
CEO_Syren says:
@::The possibility of a saboteur meant they would have to beef up security but Keyser was at least glad to know it wasn't because of faulty engineering. The turbo lift opened and he jogged down to the cargo bay::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> CNS: We just want you to get well.  ::moves to the tray of equipment and comes back with a small torch and some black powder.:: CNS: Now let me see that wound of yours.
XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: I want you to check out the Dr.'s experiment.
CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye sir.  Imoh: Could you show me to your lab?
Winona_Imoh says:
#:;quickly grabs Ryan's other wrist and slaps the cuff on that one.

Host Dr_Imoh says:
::nods:: XO/CSO: Of course.  This way.  ::leads the way::
XO_McDuggle says:
*FCO*: Chottu, I want you to bring a security team over to the station.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::doesn't budge an inch:: Hosa:  What in the gods' name is that?  Since when do torches heal skin?
CEO_Syren says:
@::Cargo bay 2 is empty when he arrives and he quickly moves over to the cargo transporter panel::
CTO_Williams says:
#Grunt: Ahhh!!!  ::Throws himself into a full flung self-defense mode.  His training takes over, and he lashes out in precise strikes with his knife.  He must not let the drugs take effect:: Winona: Now you die!
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::exits the TL and strides down the corridor to the cargo bay::
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  The only other thing I can remember is that graphic that was moving from the left of the screen towards the right would move down to the ground from time to time and pick up something that was kinda rectangular.  ::shrugs::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> CNS: We must cauterize the wound.  ::sprinkles the black power on the exposed wound then starts the torch::
XO_McDuggle says:
*FCO*; Let me know when you get back.
Host Bafii says:
@ACTION: OPS sees a crewman standing at the cargo bay transporter panel working furiously.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::twists around so that he can't get the torch any closer::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Oh, the humanoids!  Then you're talking about "Defender" or its sequel, "Stargate."
FCO_Chottu says:
*XO*: Aye sir, do they expect me and will be ready for transport when I get there or do I have to call them in myself?
XO_McDuggle says:
::follows the doctor and CSO::
Winona_Imoh says:
#::walks forward, pushing Ryan ahead of her until they reach the large chair:: CTO: Now sit!
FCO_Chottu says:
::request clearance and launches the shuttle, heading back to the ship::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::enters the cargo bay and sees the person at the transporter panel, walks up to them:: Person: What are you trying to do there?
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::eyes widen at Winona:: CTO: Ryan, don't sit!   ::can only imagine what the chair could do::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::straightens herself up, standing tall and looks quite stern::
CTO_Williams says:
#::Does a flying kick, aimed solely at her head.  He lands on his bottom as a result::
CSO_Taliza says:
::walks over to Imoh's lab::
CTO_Williams says:
#:: He falls to the floor::


Host Dr_Imoh says:
::enters his access code and shows the two into his lab.  Everything is dark except for some running lights in the ceiling::
CEO_Syren says:
@::looks up quickly:: OPS: Um...I’m the CEO. I'm trying to find out who was accessing the system
Host Dr_Imoh says:
#<Hosa> ::touches the torch to the CNS's skin, not caring if it is the right location or not::
SO_Barker says:
@::jots down both answers for that one::  Goode:  Ok, they will have to figure that one out for themselves.  Lets see, what else was there before they pulled it out of the system.  Oh, yes, this one was really awful graphics.  It had a lot of polygons with triangular and square objects that you had to navigate around and shoot at other things that was shooting at you.  It kinda looked like you were looking in an old periscope.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::screams and twists away::
XO_McDuggle says:
::enters the lab behind everyone:: CSO: this is the experiment.:: points to the dish::
Winona_Imoh says:
#::drags Ryan to the chair and sits him down:: CTO: Now, just be a good boy and nothing will happen to you, but make a move against me again and your little friend over there will suffer an agonizing fate.
OPS_Kmaq says:
@ ::relaxes her body language:: CEO: Oh, of course my apologies, I don't think we've actually met yet, have you found anything useful there?
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: I think that was called "Tank Command" or something like that.
Winona_Imoh says:
#::places straps across his arms holding him secure::
CSO_Taliza says:
XO: This is the item in question?  ::pulls out tricorder and scans it;:
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::using the wall as leverage, lashes out a kick right between Hosa's legs, hitting him where humanoid men really hurt::
CEO_Syren says:
@ OPS: I don't know what I’m looking for, that's why you're here. ::offers his hand and steps out of the way:: We haven't met, I’m Keyser
XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Yes.
SO_Barker says:
@::makes note of that::  Goode:  They considered those graphics tanks?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::binds his legs to the legs of the chair::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: It was an early game.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::pushes the wound back up against the wall, trying to get the bleeding to stop on its own::
CTO_Williams says:
#: Winona: You can't make me say anything!  I've been trained to resist all tortures!  You'd be wasting your time!
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::doesn't flinch::  CNS: Really, this would be over so much more quickly if you would just settle down.  ::sets torch to skin again::
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Wait, the really name was Battle zone.  I got that game mixed with Missile Command.

OPS_Kmaq says:
@::looks at his hand for a moment before shaking it quite aggressively then steps up to the panel::
OPS_Kmaq says:
@::tries to establish what instructions the system carried out and any clues to the person responsible::
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#Hosa:  You don't learn, do you!  ::twists out of his way again, swinging back and forth from her wall restraints so that he can't get the torch on her::
SO_Barker says:
@::removes the answer and puts in the correct one::  Goode:  Missile Command?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::smiles:: CTO: Torture? Silly man. ::leans over and kisses him tenderly:: See, no torture!
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: Dr. have you had this running lately?
FCO_Chottu says:
@::closes in on the ship:: *Bridge*: The XO is requesting a security team to be transported to the station, is there a team ready and available?
CSO_Taliza says:
Imoh: Could you turn this on?
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: What are you?  My blows could drop an average man, yet you remain unflinched!
Host Dr_Imoh says:
CSO: I'm afraid I cannot.  It no longer functions.
CEO_Syren says:
@::watches from beside Kmaq, wondering whether to let her know she hadn't told him her name:: 
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: You control a crosshair with a trackball while defending six cities from space missile attacks, using the crosshairs to shoot the earth-based missiles at the space-based ones.
XO_McDuggle says:
Imoh: Why is that?
Winona_Imoh says:
#::walks across the room and retrieves her bloody knife and returns to Ryan, then begins to slit his uniform neatly down the front:: CTO: What am I? Why I'm just a woman with needs.
CSO_Taliza says:
Imoh: Oh, really!  ::reconnects some conduits and turns on the switch::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::grabs the CNS in a grip like iron and positions her so he can reach the wound which he then cauterizes::
CEO_Syren says:
@OPS: Do you have an idea what the person was trying to do?
Host Dr_Imoh says:
XO: A critical part blew out shortly after I left you.  I have yet to repair it.  It should take me about 3 weeks.
CNS_DiDomnia says:
#::screams.... a lot... the wound was closed so she would no longer bleed to death, but there were some major burns that the Arondight Sickbay would have to see::
XO_McDuggle says:
CSO;  Your assessment?
OPS_Kmaq says:
@ CEO: Not yet but if there should be some way of finding out ::keeps her attention focused on the panel as she works::
CTO_Williams says:
#Winona: You'll never get away with this!

FCO_Chottu says:
@::picks up the security team on the ship and takes them towards the station::
CSO_Taliza says:
XO: I can't make a complete assessment until it's fixed.
Host Dr_Imoh says:
# <Hosa> ::seeing his work is done, he walks back into the shadows::
XO_McDuggle says:
CSO: Would a engineering team help?
SO_Barker says:
@::searches his notes and jots something down under one of them::  Goode:  Ah, that answered another one that I had.  Here is another one, which had a little better graphics.  You were a space ship, and you flew into this area that was blue.  you could go side to side to avoid things shooting at you and you could shoot back at them.
CEO_Syren says:
@::decides to shut up and let her work in peace::
CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Definitely.
Winona_Imoh says:
#CTO: I already have. ::slices the tunic in two:: There, now for them. ::looks down::
XO_McDuggle says:
*CEO*: Chief I need an engineering team to report to Dr Imoh's lab>
CSO_Taliza says:
@<Goode> SO: Not 100% familiar with that one.
FCO_Chottu says:
::lands on the station and drops off the team:: *XO*: Security team is on the station sir.
CEO_Syren says:
@*XO*: Aye sir, Two minutes  
SO_Barker says:
@Goode:  Oh, ok, Sir.  I'll have to look that one up myself.  That should finish it up, thanks Sir.
XO_McDuggle says:
*FCO* : Roger I'm on my way. CSO: You can handle it from  here. :: heads for the shuttle bay::
Host Dr_Imoh says:
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>
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